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Prediction of instability conditions for sand 

Prediction de conditions d’instabilite pour le sable

Jerry A.Yamamuro -  Clarkson University, New York, N.Y., USA 

Poul V. Lade -  The Johns Hopkins University, Maryland, Md., USA

SYNOPSIS: Instability in saturated, cohesionless soils is a phenomenon in which soils exhibit catastrophic characteristics 

similar to failure, but instability may be initiated well within the established effective stress failure surface. The region in 

stress space within which soils may become unstable are reviewed, and the conditions leading to instability are described. 

In a series o f  experiments the saturated sand is allowed to creep under undrained conditions, and this results increasing 

pore pressures and possible instability, because the stresses may be brought into the region o f potential instability. 

Employing a constitutive model with an appropriately shaped yield surface, it is shown that instability conditions for sand 

can be predicted.

INTRODUCTION

Instability is defined as the inability o f  a material to carry 

or sustain a given load, resulting in large strains that may 

eventually lead to failure. Large submarine slope and earth 

dam failures have been attributed to soil instability. 

Instability in saturated, cohesionless soils is a phenomenon 

in which soils may exhibit catastrophic characteristics 

similar to failure, but instability may be initiated well 

within the established effective stress failure surface. 

Events triggering instability can be small in magnitude, 

such as small seismic events, wave action, vibration from 

machinery, or the results o f  consolidation or volumetric 

creep.

Current design methods in geotechnical engineering 

practice are based on either total stresses or effective 

stresses. When soil instability may be encountered, total 

stress analysis tends to be much too conservative, and the 

total strength underestimates the true strength o f the soil. 

Under undrained conditions, effective stress design can 

significantly overestimate the resistance o f cohesionless 

soil to instability type failures. The condition o f soil 

instability is located between the conditions captured by 

these two analyses methods. Therefore, understanding and 

predicting this phenomenon is very important to prevent 

catastrophic events caused by this behavior.

LOCATION OF INSTABILITY LINE

Instability and failure are two different behavior aspects of 

cohesionless soils which exhibit nonassociated flow. 

Although both involve reduction in shear strength and 

consequently may lead to catastrophic events such as gross 

collapse o f  earth structures, they are not synonymous. In 

fact, instability and failure are different in nature, and they

require different types o f analyses. Failure analysis 

involves comparison of current shear stresses on a potential 

failure surface with the shear strength available on that 

surface. Analysis o f  instability requires determination o f  

the current effective stress states in the slope and 

recognition o f  their locations relative to the instability line. 

Instability can potentially be triggered in any region o f the 

slope in which the stress states are above the instability 

line.

It is the fact that loading o f a compressible soil 

(resulting in large plastic strains) can occur under 

decreasing stresses that leads to unstable behavior under 

undrained conditions (Lade 1992). Loose, fine sands and 

silts have sufficiently low permeabilities that small 

disturbances in load or even small amounts o f volumetric 

creep may temporarily produce undrained conditions in 

such soils, and instability o f  the soil mass follows. A 

review o f mechanisms that may act as trigger for slope 

instability was presented by Lade (1993). As long as the 

soil remains drained, it will remain stable in the region o f  

potential instability.

When the condition o f instability is reached, the soil 

may not be able to sustain the current stress state. This state 

corresponds to the top o f the undrained effective stress 

path, corresponding to the maximum stress difference 

reached, which occurs slightly after but very close to the 

top o f the teardrop shaped yield surface. Fig. 1 shows a 

schematic p'-q diagram in which a line connecting the tops 

o f a series o f effective stress paths from undrained tests on 

loose soil provides the lower limit o f the region o f potential 

instability. Following this top point the soil can deform 

plastically under decreasing stresses, i.e. it cannot sustain 

the current stress state and it becomes unstable. 

Experiments show that the instability line is straight. Since 

it goes through the top points o f  the yield surfaces which
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram o f location o f instability line and 

region o f potential instability in p'-q diagram.

evolve from the origin o f the stress diagram, the instability 

line also intersects the stress origin.

A region o f temporary instability is located in the 

upper part o f the dilatancy zone, as shown in Fig. 1. It is a 

region where instability may initially occur, but conditions 

allow the soil to dilate after the initial instability, thus 

causing the soil to become stable again. The approximate 

upper limit o f  the temporary instability region may be 

obtained from the intersection o f the instability line and the 

total strength envelope. For very loose soils the total 

strength envelope intersects the stress origin, and the region 

of potential instability reaches down to the origin o f the 

stress diagram.

EFFECTS OF TIME ON INSTABILITY 

Testing conditions

Concerns over instability and liquefaction in saturated 

cohesionless materials usually arise for loose deposits o f  

fine sands and silts as found in natural underwater deposits 

o f sands or in man-made hydraulic fills. Such deposits can 

be volumetrically contractive, even at low pressures, and 

they show unstable behavior when sheared under undrained 

conditions. However, testing loose sands at low pressures 

inherently involves a degree o f  scatter due to small 

variations in void ratio, specimen uniformity, confining 

pressure, and anisotropy. These factors are not nearly as 

significant and similar behavior may be studied if  the soil 

is deposited with high density and sheared at high pressures 

under computer control. Better consistency and 

repeatability are obtained, because the specimens tend to 

become uniform, and any bias tends to be eliminated, thus 

resulting in initially isotropic specimens at high isotropic 

confining pressures. In addition, the quantities measured in 

high pressure tests are much larger, and this produces 

relatively smaller measurement errors. At high pressures 

crushing o f grains contributes substantially to the overall 

deformation o f the granular material, whether dependent on 

time or not.

Experiments have been performed to study the behavior of 

sand during undrained creep at high pressures. Specimens 

sheared under drained conditions to stress states inside the 

potential instability region exhibit unstable behavior 

immediately upon imposition o f undrained conditions if 

creep is not allowed to occur before the undrained 

condition is imposed (Yamamuro and Lade 1996). This is 

demonstrated by the results shown in the p'-q diagram in 

Fig. 2. Creep effects do not play a role under these 

conditions.

If the stress state applied to the sand is outside the 

region o f potential instability, then the sand will be stable, 

even if  undrained conditions are imposed. However, if  the 

sand is allowed to creep continually under undrained 

conditions, then unstable behavior may follow if  the initial 

stress state is sufficiently close to the instability line. This 

is demonstrated by two high-pressure experiments whose 

effective stress paths are shown on the p'-q diagram in Fig. 

3. Both specimens, consisting o f  medium dense Cambria 

sand, were first isotropically consolidated to confining 

pressures o f  17.5 and 25.0 MPa and then sheared under 

drained conditions to stress ratios o f  1.57 and 1.60, 

respectively. Undrained conditions were then imposed, and 

pore pressures began to develop in response to prevented 

volumetric creep. The specimens both exhibited stable 

behavior for some time after closing the drainage valve. 

However, the developing pore pressures caused the 

effective mean normal stresses to decline and moved the 

effective stress paths in horizontal direction towards the 

instability line. This is indicated by the horizontal stress 

paths in Fig.3. Outside the instability region the deviator 

stresses were easily maintained constant under stress

Effects of undrained creep
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Fig.2.Effective stress path in p'-q diagram for stress- 

controlled triaxial compression test on dense 

Cambria sand exhibiting instability inside the 

instability region.
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Fig.3.Effective stress paths in p'-q diagram for two 

stress-controlled triaxial compression tests on 

medium dense Cambria sand exposed to undrained 

creep outside the instability region and eventually 

becoming unstable inside the instability region.

control. Once the effective stresses reached inside the 

instability region (after 20-25 minutes o f  creep), the 

deviator stresses declined rapidly, and unstable behavior 

followed.

However, instability did not occur at the instability 

line. Rather, it occurred when the effective stress path 

reached the yield surface established when the undrained 

condition was imposed. Fig. 4 shows a schematic p'-q 

diagram with the effective stress paths for two specimens 

sheared under drained conditions to stress states well 

outside the region o f potential instability. When undrained 

conditions are imposed, these two specimens will creep 

along effective stress paths that are horizontal and inside 

the established yield surface. The specimens remain stable 

until the yield surface is encountered again well inside the 

instability region. On the other hand, if  undrained creep is 

initiated in a specimen sheared to a stress state in close 

proximity with the instability line, then the soil will 

experience unstable behavior at or very near the instability 

line, as also indicated on Fig. 4.

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

To predict the effective stress paths and the stress-strain 

behavior observed in the instability tests presented above, 

it is important to employ a constitutive model that correctly 

captures the shape o f  the experimentally obtained effective 

stress paths in undrained tests. This depends largely on the 

shape o f  the yield surface.

A constitutive model has been developed on the 

basis o f thorough review and evaluation o f data from 

experiments on frictional materials such as sand, clay, 

concrete, and rock (Lade and Kim 1995). This model 

employs a single, isotropic yield surface that expresses a

p ' =  EFFECTIVE M EAN N O R M A L STR ESS (MPa)

Fig.4. Relative positions o f instability line, yield surface, 

and effective stress paths for undrained creep tests 

initiated outside the region o f potential instability.

contour o f constant plastic work as measured from the 

origin o f stress. It is expressed in terms o f stress invariants, 

and it is shaped as an asymmetric teardrop with the pointed 

apex at the origin o f the principal stress space, as shown in 

Fig. 5. For an isotropic material, the yield surface intersects 

the hydrostatic axis in a perpendicular manner, it bends 

smoothly backwards towards the origin, and it crosses the 

failure surface at sharp angles, as shown in Fig. 5. This 

yield surface, expressed in terms o f stress invariants, 

describes the locus at which the total plastic work is 

constant. The total plastic work (due to shear strains as 

well as volumetric strains) serves as the hardening 

parameter, and it is used to define the location and shape of 

the yield surface. The use o f  contours o f  constant plastic 

work as yield surfaces results in mathematical consistency 

in the model, because the measure o f yielding and the 

measure o f hardening are uniquely related through on 

monotonic function. In addition, application o f a single 

yield surface produces computational efficiency when used 

in large computer programs.

PREDICTION OF CONDITIONS FOR INSTABILITY

The conditions at which instability occurs are predictable. 

Employing the teardrop shaped yield surface incorporated 

in the constitutive model described above, the stress 

conditions at which the observed instabilities occur are 

predicted for sand at two different relative densities. 

Independent o f  whether the initial state o f  stress is located 

inside or outside the region of potential instability, the state 

o f stress at which instability will occur is predicted from 

the constitutive model.

Having determined the soil parameters required in 

the constitutive model for the Cambria sand tested at high 

pressures, Fig. 2 also shows the predicted effective stress 

paths for the test previously discussed. The stress point at 

which it was decided to close the drainage valve to render 

the specimen unstable was entered as a discrete point in the
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calculations. The predicted effective stress path compares 

very favorably with the measured stress path.

Fig. 6 shows the prediction o f the points of 

instability on the effective stress paths previously shown in 

Fig. 3. Because time effects are not currently incorporated 

in the constitutive model, the amounts o f  creep for the 

times indicated in Figs. 3 and 6 were not predicted. The 

yield surfaces going through points A and B have been 

determined from the constitutive model. These are the 

points outside the instability region at which the drainage 

valve was closed and undrained creep was initiated. Points 

C and D at which instability was initiated correspond to the 

same values o f the stress difference, q, as those at points A 

and B. The predicted stress states at which instability occur 

compare very favorably with those observed in the high 

pressure tests on medium dense Cambria sand.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments have been conducted and predictions from an 

existing constitutive have been performed to show that 

unstable behavior o f sand can occur inside the failure 

surface and to demonstrate that instability is predictable. 

The region o f potential instability may be determined from 

undrained tests. Undrained creep in sand that tends to 

compress causes pore pressure generation and consequent 

movement o f the effective stress state towards the region of 

potential instability. Proximity o f  the initial stress state to 

the instability line and sufficient time will cause the soil to 

become unstable. It was demonstrated that the stress path 

leading to and resulting in instability in granular materials 

may be predicted from a constitutive model incorporating 

a suitably shaped yield surface. The analysis indicated here 

represents the worst case in which the sand is fully 

undrained. In an actual field situation, it may be necessary 

to also consider the permeability and the rate o f  loading,

Fig.6. Comparison o f experimental and predicted points 

o f instability for two specimens o f  medium dense 

Cambria sand exposed to undrained creep outside the 

instability region and eventually exhibiting 

instability inside the instability region.

because the occurrence in the field may not be completely 

undrained.
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